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Hey, long time no see... 

ToriNews is still alive ! After three weeks 

of silence, we are back… But we need 

your help more than ever: there are 

billions of events each week and we 

cannot cover them all. So: send us 

your articles, your pictures, your 

replays, your interviews or your videos.  

 

Make ToriNews bigger! 

 

Juntalis has left, so all PM must be sent 

to Melmoth or LineTori. We are 

recruiting permanent members, 

contact Melmoth by PM. 
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Pell Mell 
Clan league champions and prize 
 

I bet everyone has been wondering "who won the clan league?!!?" or 

"What was the prize?!?!?" Well.... Let's just say the people who won and the 

people who were hoping to see what the prize was were upset. But we'll get to 

that later on. 

The winning clan league team was [Inq]. Congratulations, everyone was 

happy because many people like the clan, I myself was happy too. But then 

again this prize thing, let's say we have a series of joints that people REALLY 

thought would be the prize. Like "Hydra", "Typhoon", and "Titan". Some even 

though that it would be joint textures! Well it was the same ol' demon set. Not 

set as in everything but the main parts (Force, relax, and blood). 

I thought that was a good prize even though Spirit had won it last year’s 

league. Many were upset at this. Even the clan leader or (was) leader for [Inq] 

was disappointed in the prize. Some people even asked "So if spirit would have 

won, they would have be given demon too?". The answer was yes. Many 

people felt that Bman, AlexOwnz and maybe Ishi were overhyping the prizes 

making the sound as if it were a whole new color. But what is done is done, 

and the demon was already sent out, so be happy with what you got 

because it could have been 1 Chronos set. See you next time. Here is a quote 

from veb himself. "Sorry about the lack of prizes for the Clan League, the 

reason for this was simply a communication breakdown between the 

organizers of the Clan League and the Nabi guys. Hopefully, whoever runs the 

League next time will do a lot better at organizing and communicating with 

everybody involved, including those responsible for the prizes". 

Before this is done, I would like to say congratulations [Inq] I hope you 

enjoy what you won and live long. Tune in next time for "Over flowing clans". 

 

- AaronSasori 
 

Note: This article was meant to be published in ToriNews#2, but I did a 

mistake and forgot it. Sorry AaronSasori, I hope that everything is OK 

now. --Melmoth 
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Pell Mell 
Shook’s Rants : Cockwads 

 

So, children, today I will rant to you about why cockwads are bad. What's a  

cockwad, you ask? Well, it's simple, really. It's a troll who will massage his e-penis at any 

given opportunity, often even without reason. You try to talk sense into them, and they'll just 

start spewing insults at you like there is no tomorrow. I mean, what the fuck is up with that? 

You don't get any cooler by offending people, and being racist doesn't make your e-penis 

larger. 

In fact, behavior like that makes them deserve to have their cock ripped off! I want to 

CURSE AND FLAME LIKE F***ING HELL whenever i see one of those jerks. Like, "What's your 

timezone?" "Better than your satanic eurofag timezone". See what i mean? 

They deserve no better than having their ass torn apart by a vicious mechanical 

jacklift, and thereafter get drowned in a pool of their own defiled shit which is on its way 

towards a black hole. Ugh. Just SPEAKING about them makes me want to tear them apart 

with my bare hands, shove their heads even further up their asses than usual, kick a 

damned morningstar down their headless throats and so on. A pile of beaver shit is worth 

more money than those things. They aren't even humans. Why? Humans are generally 

intelligent. Cockwads? They don't know what it is to BREATHE. Their very essence is defiled, 

down to the very last quark. Defiled with pure, unthinned and excessively potent STUPIDITY. 

If a cockwad ever was to make physical contact with an intelligent being, the whole damn 

universe would annihilate. They are that anti-intelligent. 

And lastly, i will end this rant with a cockwad imitation: "Oh no, my cock is shrinking, i 

must make it grow! Who can i insult now? Hey, he said something, i'm going to get all racist 

on him, that will surely make my cock grow again!" 

Queers, all of them. 

 

- Shook 

Congratulations ! 
 

 To varunajani for getting an amazing streak of 55 in Sumo! 

Good job varunajani, and keep it up! 
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Live my Newbie Life 
by Candide 

Hi everybody! 

This story was written for the old newbies who are probably now some kinds of PGM in 

ToriBash and who have therefore forgotten how hard it is to be a noob! I hope I am right when I 

say that this article could have been written down by everyone at least one day in a life. If not, 

what can I say..? Too bad for me! 

So I introduce myself: I‟m a 22 years old French player who hangs out in the computer world 

and who is known as Candide whether it be in Tori world or in the real life . I was recently 

upgraded Brown Belt but I‟m still considering as a noob since two weeks ago I had never played 

yet. Thus my first feelings are freshing so fresh… 

First sight of the game when looking at Melmoth during class who performed an untold 

number of movements on a jigging puppet and as incredible as it seems who succeeded in 

making coherent actions and carving up violently his opponents on the bounce. In the same time 

on the right, another friend tried miserably to simply touch the inanimate doll in front of him but he 

only succeeded in squirming ridiculously, hitting himself and finally fell over to give sometimes a 

last kick to Uke‟s feet like a jittery boy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fortunately I didn‟t look like that when doing my first moves „cause Melmoth taught me a 

wonderful trick: the C key who makes you more rigid than a young virgin who‟ve got a stripper 

ahead. So you enter the arena and try to hit your adversary with more or less of success since the 

time you need to understand how to punch correctly, you are already suffering the pain of a 

middle kick and as a consequence you catch on that your only chance is to stay off the ground 

no matter how and pray that the other guy tangle his legs and fall dismally over :p  
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After this first attempts I received another gift… 

- Wait man I will show you a little technique in jousting.  

- So you contract left pec, right pec, extends… 

- Hey, wait, don‟t kindle yourself! Speak to me with words. 

- Sorry! So pecs mouse wheel upwards, legs mouse wheel downwards, click the neck, … 

- Got it! Oh yes it works very well. That‟s it, I‟m a roxXxor Death! 

- … 

RoxXxor… or not! You see, the difference between a green belt and a black belt is that they 

start in the same position, they arrive in the same position but when the green belt is exploding into 

your feet, the black belt infiltrate the tiny gap between your feet and your hands and simply halve 

you. 

 Then there is a long period during which you try a lot of movements: “Okay so this one 

definitely doesn‟t work!!”. You discover also other mods: “Hey! What‟s that bug?! Why he‟s not DQ 

by touching the ground?” You can note by the way that DQ doesn‟t mean Doggy Qabab. You 

also wondering why other Toris are more stylin than yours and realize that you can in fact buy 

“black balls” if you win 30.000 fights! However you can sometimes gain some items or ToriCredits if 

you send a replay of a Tori who beheads its opponent in dancing hip-hop and if you post 

simultaneously the best joke you find. An example of joke? The ToriShop in the game run smoothly 

(May‟be someday who knows?) Furthermore you find out what is a “Master Belt”… 

 The last thing I would like to speak about is girlfriends. Indeed a girlfriend can merely accept 

the fact that it is funny to play a role game where you discover a beautiful world but it is very harsh 

for her to comprehend the sense of “making a puppet do stupid movements by clicking anywhere 

and dressing it as a Barbie doll”. And I can add that my girlfriend is in my computer school! 

 Finally now I get along a little, got some skills which empower me to survive! I‟m becoming 

radioactive o_O and I am capable of dismembering bodies, too often mine yet but one day I 

promise, I will be a ToriJedi and nobody will be able to hurt me!! OMFG What I‟m saying right now?  

Well I stop here. See you soon on the ring and newcomers: have fun (and space it)! 

 

Candide 
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   Events 

All the Results 

Nabi Best of the Best: 
 

Week Mod Winner 

 
Week 01 (February 2, 2008)   Sambo PlayerID666 

Week 02 (February 9, 2008) Sambo [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 03 (February 16, 2008) Aikido [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 04 (February 23, 2008) FreeStyle [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 05 (March 01, 2008) KickBox [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 06 (March 08, 2008)  Judo DM [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 07 (March 15, 2008) Taekkyon [Torigod]Imsku  

Week 08 (March 22,2008) Jousting PlayerID666 

Week 09 (March 29,2008) Twinswords [RAWR]NutHug 

Week 10 (April 5,2008) Wushu  [Alpha]KamiKo  

Week 11 (April 12,2008) Sword.tbm [Alpha]KamiKo 

Week 12 (April 19, 2008) JKD Amok  

Week 13 (April 26, 2008) TKD.tbm [Alpha]Amok  

Week 14 (May 3,2008) Judo Fracture Siku  

Week 15 (May 10,2008) Sumo [DAT]RicH  [Video-Report by Sa1uk] 

Week 16 (May 17,2008) Classic Speed SANDR 

Week 17 (May 24, 2008) Mini Island [Legacy]Mistikal 

Week 18 (May 31,2008) Blender.tbm [Hack]Sipulka  

 

Grand Finals: 
Complete Report with video of all the fights in the next Torinews 

 

Elimination: JKD 
[RAWR]Siku 5 

[DAT]RicH 5 

[BtC]SANDR 5 

[Hack]Sipulka 5 

[Alpha]KamiKo 2 

 

Semi-final: TKD 
[Hack]Sipulka 5 

[DAT]RicH 5 

[BtC]SANDR 4 

[RAWR]Siku 4  

 

Final: Freestyle 
[DAT]RicH 10 

[Hack]Sipulka  9 

 

Winner: [DAT]Rich ! 
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   Events 

All the Results 

Nabi Gravity: 
Week 2 (Sadistic Aikido) | Winner: SANDR 

Week 3 (Ninjutsu)  | Winner: Psux 
 

Aaron's Blackbelt+ Competition!!! #2: 

Awesome Video Report by LineTori here : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kcG93dyqEI 

 

Interview with the winner, [DAT]Sorrow: 
 

LineTori: So, congratulations! 

sorrow: Thanks 

LineTori: Are you happy now? 

sorrow: No 

LineTori: Errr, hokai, what prize did you take anyway? 

sorrow: Right hand texture, because aaron was a bish and didn’t let me get another head 

texture >:(  then I could have had two heads and been all "RAW I IZ KRAKEN!" *bamf* 

LineTori: Haha :D 

LineTori: Do you allready have a pic for ur hand? 

sorrow: Nah, im going to get avwave to make it he pwns hard at making textures 

LineTori: K. 

LineTori: Did you win any tournaments before this one? 

LineTori: Or was this your first? 

sorrow: I have been in about three before, this is the first time I have ever won 

LineTori: Well, thats like awesome! 

sorrow: I hope people will bow to me now. 

LineTori: I will... *bows*         xD 

sorrow: thanks LineTori ^^ 

LineTori: :D 

LineTori: np 

LineTori: So, are you going to enter in more tournaments to win even moar textures? 

LineTori: Or other prizes? 

sorrow: I want my other hand texture sure, but I really think I won this by shear luck, I didnt 

even know I was in a tourny 

LineTori: Okay 

LineTori: So, are you close to BUY a hand texture? 

LineTori: or other things you want? 

sorrow: Not even close 

LineTori: Lawl 

LineTori: Anyway, do you have more things to say to the big public? 

sorrow: In capitals. DARKLIGHT wins. 

LineTori: :D 

LineTori: Thanks for your participation in this interview 

LineTori: Gewbai :D 

sorrow: Later 
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ProFiles 

Ishi interview 

 

<NinjaAiPoM> Hello ishi, thank you for accepting this interview 

<NinjaAiPoM> How old are you? 

<Ishi> : Im 17 

<NinjaAiPoM> What do you do in your spare time? 

<Ishi> At the moment looking for a job 

<NinjaAiPoM> what sort of job? 

<Ishi> Something that pays money 

<NinjaAiPoM> but what are you interested in? 

<Ishi> Well, im going to take classes on coding. Or i might just be a tech guy that fixes computers 

<NinjaAiPoM> that would be good, it probably suits you because you're on the computer a lot 

<Ishi> Indeed 

<NinjaAiPoM> What's your favorite part of toribash? 

<Ishi> The community, its the only reason i have stayed this long. 

<NinjaAiPoM> That's exactly what Samule said lol 

<Ishi> lol 

<NinjaAiPoM> Do you know samule? 

<Ishi> Well we live kind of close together, I haven't talked to him on the phone or anything 

<NinjaAiPoM> Great minds think alike 

<NinjaAiPoM> Ishi and Samule think alike 

<NinjaAiPoM> so, the community of toribash is very strong, but what do you think holds it together? 

<Ishi> Definatly the admins, they set the rules, and us mods execute them 

<NinjaAiPoM> What's the best part of being a mod? 

<Ishi> That's a good question, its fun to help people, and have people come to you with their problems.. 

But being a mod so long.. its getting a bit boring 

<NinjaAiPoM> I'll happily take your place, i'd love to help toribash 

<NinjaAiPoM> lol 

<Ishi> Heh, well, even without me, we are pretty over staffed . We have a great team of mods. 

<NinjaAiPoM> toribash doesnt need any more mods, the mods atm are brilliant 

<NinjaAiPoM> how do you change what happens in toribash, do you do a poll among mods? 

<Ishi> We deal with most matters with sekrit stuff, I can't really remember the last time we had a poll 

<NinjaAiPoM> secret stuff, what does that mean, do you just post new rules? 

<Ishi> We may or may not have a private board where we discuss things 

<NinjaAiPoM> Do you know when in-game user title colors will come out? 

<NinjaAiPoM> ye, avwave told me he radomly got it 

<NinjaAiPoM> he doesnt know who sent it to him 

<NinjaAiPoM> but the acid ones are well too bright 

<Ishi> Yeah, I might get a marine one, i think it would look cool 

<NinjaAiPoM> It would, is toribash 3.3 coming out soon, or more new items? 

<Ishi> Not sure, I know that there have been a lot of bugs with 3.3, more work for the devteam. 

<NinjaAiPoM> What will 3.3 include? 

<Ishi> Its main feature are the new mod options, if you look at the mod board you can see a lot of new 

3.3 mods ... I can't remember what else it has at the moment >.> 

<NinjaAiPoM> I cant wait for 3.3, i love new mods, but some suck 

<Ishi> Yeah, some people just try and make simple stuff with worldbuilder 

<NinjaAiPoM> What are your favorite mods? 

<Ishi> Let's see.... I really like the rondel daggers mod, and the throwing axe act mod 

<Ishi> Skazz and shook are really pumping out some great mods 

<Ishi> I like Kickbox and Aikido the best, im probably the best at Aikido, and sometimes get lucky at 
Judo 
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ProFiles 

<NinjaAiPoM> Final question, what's better oranges or apples? 

<Ishi> watermelon 

<NinjaAiPoM> lol 

<NinjaAiPoM> Thank you ishi for this great interview and bye 

<Ishi> Thanks, bye 
 

 
Patrick_Unrated interview 

 

 

LineTori: I heard you have some upcoming tournaments coming. Could you give some information on 

these tournaments? 

Patrick_Unrated: Yes, seeing how my Tag Team Tourney should be coming to an end soon, I asked for 

suggestions about a series of forum based tourneys I could host. Shogan was the first to respond with a 

simple of a Fine Art contest. 

Patrick_Unrated: I said, "What a great Idea," and then it started. 

Patrick_Unrated: You will be able to see the comp under the sticky list in the events board. We already 

have one piece of art in already that is pretty good. 

LineTori: Okay, so could you tell us what the Fine Art contest are all about? 

Patrick_Unrated: The purpose of these competitions are to find the best non based computer artist in the 

forums. At the same time, hoping everyone has a fun time drawing and trying to win prizes. 

Patrick_Unrated: We really hope everyone has a great time. That’s our main purpose. 

LineTori: I have a question, so you can‟t photoshop the scanned drawings? 

Patrick_Unrated: No. This goes against our biggest rules for the comp. Photoshopping the pictures on 

your computer ruins the whole point of the competition. We are not looking to see how well you are 

with the computer, but more for how good you are with your hands. We will be able to tell photoshop 

pictures out from others when being rated. 

LineTori: Okay, just making it clear. 

Patrick_Unrated: Yes, that is fine, and I hope everyone else realises this also. 

LineTori: So, who do you think who makes a good chance if he/she participates? 

Patrick_Unrated: Everyone has the same chance as the next. You and myself have as much of a 

chance as Hampa, or the newest person to the game. 

Patrick_Unrated: It all depends on how much time and work you put into it. 

LineTori: Yes, I understand, but I meant if you have seen good drawings in for example the general arts 

board? 

Patrick_Unrated: Well, I have seen some good ones before; I feel many of them could make it to the 

finals if the try, but I don't want to give out names. I don't want people to think that those people are the 

only ones with the chance. Everyone has the same chance. 

LineTori: Ok. Can you give something clear about the prizes? 

Patrick_Unrated: The one based on Toribash will always have a slightly higher prize, but mostly be about 

the same.  

LineTori: Okay, I can‟t wait to see some of the entries! Anything you want to say to the big public? 

Patrick_Unrated: I would like to tell the public to make sure they put long hard work into all their work. 

We are looking for the best, and the ones that seemed to take a lot of time. Make as many pictures as 

you want, and submit them. The more pictures you post, the more chances you have of getting one of 

yours picked. Also, if you do not win the first time, wait till the next comp of the series comes up and try 

again. You always have a good chance 

Patrick_Unrated: I would also like to tell the public that I am anxious to see all their work and Good 

Luck. Most of all, just have fun. 

LineTori: Yes, thank you for your time!  
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Samule  interview  

 

 

NinjaAiPoM: Hi Samule 

Samule: HOT! 

Samule: Is That Bad? 

NinjaAiPoM: I dunno 

NinjaAiPoM: Anyway, what‟s the best thing about toribash? 

Samule: I just made a thread about that actually. Uhhh.. I'd have to say the community. A lot of people 

eventually stop playing the game, but they find it very hard to leave. I think it is a very unique 

community, and people learn a lot about each other and everyone. You think of all of them... well, 

most of them... as your friends. 

NinjaAiPoM: Yes,i agree,i almost left, but i cant resist, toribash is too good 

Samule: I’ve been at points like that severeal times 

NinjaAiPoM: Well im sure we don‟t want you to leave 

NinjaAiPoM: What‟s the worst thing about toribash? 

Samule: Uhhh…. I don’t want to talk about that 

NinjaAiPoM: well i hate noobs who call me a noob when they really are 

Samule: I like newbs 

NinjaAiPoM: I suppose they make toribash more exciting 

Samule: Yeah, I like getting to meet them and help them adapt to the community. 

NinjaAiPoM: Do you get a happy feeling after helping them? 

Samule: Yes. it starts in my pants and goes up through my fingertips. 

NinjaAiPoM: lol 

NinjaAiPoM: I‟m sure they get a happy feeling after being helped 

Samule: I hope so. Well, I'm not so sure. A third of them are double-clienters. 

NinjaAiPoM: yes, that sux 

Samule : And an occasional quintuple clienter. XD 

NinjaAiPoM: XD 

NinjaAiPoM : Have you ever seen a server with 2 people of the same name (farming)? 

Samule: Yeah, several times. 

NinjaAiPoM: Those dudes annoy me, we work hard earning tc and they do it in a few mins 

Samule: It's happened twice today already. 

NinjaAiPoM: That's very bad 

NinjaAiPoM: I wonder what we can do to stop it 

NinjaAiPoM: I'll admit this, but I farmed before, but just to see if it works, I didnt earn much tc's, coz I only 

did it for a minute, i have many screenshots of farmers, but can‟t be bothered to post them anywhere 

Samule: Well, a current dilemma is that some people have multiple accounts with the alike or 

completely different names, and that they have the same IP. When you catch them, they say the other 

account is a brother, sister, cousin, etc. And there is no way to prove it. 

NinjaAiPoM: That really sux, you can call these guys n00bs 

NinjaAiPoM: What‟s your favorite style and why? 

Samule: for a long time I used hold all, but now I use limp most of the time, and half of the time in 

Taekyon.  Its looks smoother, more realistic, and a lot trickier in some cases. 

NinjaAiPoM: What is your favorite mod? 

Samule : Hmmm... I can't really say. There are loads of mods. The one that sticks out most in my mind is 

platformfight2, right when Toribash version 3 came out, because all of the servers had it. If you were to 

say mode, my answer would be obvious. Tae Kyon, the origin and basis of [Kick]. 

NinjaAiPoM: Ye, I suck at TK, I don‟t know how to do it well 

NinjaAiPoM: im a wushu,judo,sambo guy 

Samule: I like freestyle too, I don’t like judo or wushu much, classic is good 

NinjaAiPoM: anyway, thanks for the interview and have a good day 
Samule : Goodnight. It's 12:28 AM. XD 

 

ProFiles 
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